Your immune system is hard at work 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. It never sleeps. It never takes a day off. But that doesn’t mean that your immune system doesn’t need support.

At 4Life®, we’ve developed smart products to help educate your immune system. Just like you, we want to experience the very best that life has to offer. We use the products that we make. We stand by them. They work. Try them, and you’ll see.*

4Life Transfer Factor® products are designed to Raise Your Immune I.Q.® They are backed by research and validated by science. They represent our life-long mission to make the very best products in immune system support.*

David Lisonbee
Founder & Chairman of the Board
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RAISE YOUR IMMUNE I.Q.®

Did you know that the immune system can be educated? It can be taught to better recognize new environmental stresses. It can learn to respond faster to potential health threats. And the immune system can learn to better remember how to act when threats return.

4Life Transfer Factor® products help your immune system:

Recognize potential health threats*
Respond faster to those threats*
Remember how to act when threats return*

For more information about 4Life® products and the 4Life business opportunity, contact:
WE ARE THE TRANSFER FACTOR COMPANY
SINCE 1998, WE’VE BEEN TAKING TRANSFER FACTOR TO THE WORLD®

How does 4Life Transfer Factor® work?
A newborn baby comes into the world with an inexperienced immune system. The mother’s first milk is rich in colostrum and transfer factors. Transfer factors are molecules that “transfer” important immune knowledge from mother to baby. This immune education helps the baby’s natural defense system work better.*

The first lesson a mother gives her newborn is a course in self-defense.

RAMP UP with 4Life Transfer Factor® Classic®
4Life Transfer Factor Classic is our original product. Everything began with this revolutionary formula. It contains UltraFactor KF—concentrated transfer factor molecules from cow colostrum. If you’re new to transfer factors, 4Life Transfer Factor Classic is an excellent introduction.*

AMP UP using 4Life Transfer Factor® Tri-Factor® Formula®
4Life Transfer Factor Tri-Factor Formula is a crash course in immune system intelligence. We combined nanofraction molecules with the wisdom of transfer factors from cow colostrum and the genius of transfer factors from chicken egg yolks to create a product that will amp up the communication and defense mechanisms of your immune system.*

BLAST OFF with 4Life Transfer Factor Plus® Tri-Factor® Formula®
4Life Transfer Factor Plus Tri-Factor Formula is our best-selling product—and for good reason. It offers our highest level of immune system support and contains our intelligent Tri-Factor Formula, as well as Cordyvant®, a proprietary blend of powerful and proven ingredients that nourish the immune system.*

When 4Life Founder and Chairman of the Board David Lisonbee learned about transfer factors, he knew that he wanted to develop a marketable product. Transfer factors from cow colostrum provide a wide range of defense, but are not highly concentrated. On the other hand, transfer factors from chicken egg yolks are highly concentrated and provide a narrower range of protection. When combined, these different transfer factors create a powerful and highly intelligent product. Plus, 4Life scientists discovered the existence of nanofraction molecules, small compounds within the transfer factor blend that enhance communication between immune cells.*

For more than 20 years, we’ve made the very best immune system products in the industry.*

Intelligent Research
We’re serious about science. Our Research and Development team has decades of combined real-world experience—studying and testing ingredients, and developing products that have validated benefits.

We’ve secured patents for the extraction of transfer factors from chicken egg yolks and the combination of transfer factors from cow colostrum and chicken egg yolks.

4Life Transfer Factor products are featured in the highly-respected Physicians' Desk Reference.

Every 4Life Transfer Factor product is certified and guaranteed.

We own NSF®-registered manufacturing facilities and a quality assurance laboratory. That means that we control the stringent quality standards that all of our products must meet.

Do Life Differently®
At 4Life, our mission is Together, Building People®. For us, that’s not just a tagline. It’s a way of life. Join us, and learn how thousands of people all over the world are learning to Do Life Differently.
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4Life Transfer Factor® Products

Increase Natural Killer (NK) Cell Activity
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4Life Transfer Factor® Chewable Tri-Factor Formula
4Life Transfer Factor Chewable Tri-Factor Formula is a convenient, easy-to-swallow form of our Tri-Factor Formula. It contains the same beneficial ingredients as our Tri-Factor Formula, but in a chewable form for those who prefer not to swallow pills.
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